Modern SoCs integrate multiple CPU cores and Hardware Accelerators (HWAs) that share the same main memory system, causing interference among memory requests from different agents. The result of this interference, if not controlled well, is missed deadlines for HWAs and low CPU performance. State-of-the-art mechanisms designed for CPU-GPU systems strive to meet a target frame rate for GPUs by prioritizing the GPU close to the time when it has to complete a frame. We observe two major problems when such an approach is adapted to a heterogeneous CPU-HWA system. First, HWAs miss deadlines because they are prioritized only when they are too close to their deadlines. Second, such an approach does not consider the diverse memory access characteristics of different applications running on CPUs and HWAs, leading to low performance for latency-sensitive CPU applications and deadline misses for some HWAs, including GPUs.
Introduction
Today's SoCs are heterogeneous architectures that integrate hardware accelerators (HWAs) and CPUs. Specialpurpose hardware accelerators are widely used in SoCs, along with general-purpose CPU cores, because of their ability to perform specific operations in a fast and energy-efficient manner. For example, CPU cores and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are often integrated in smart phone SoCs [35] . Hard-wired HWAs are implemented in a very wide range of SoCs [45] , including smart phones.
In most such SoCs, HWAs share the main memory with CPU cores. Main memory is a heavily contended resource between multiple agents and a critical bottleneck in such systems [35, 45] . This becomes even more of a problem since HWAs need to meet deadlines. Therefore, it is important to manage the main memory such that HWAs meet deadlines while CPUs achieve high performance.
Several previous works have explored application-aware memory request scheduling in CPU-only multicore systems [30, 32, 31, 21, 22, 43] . The basic idea is to reorder requests from different CPU cores to achieve high performance and fairness. However, there have been few previous works that have tackled the problem of main memory 1 arXiv:1505.07502v1 [cs.AR] 27 May 2015 management in heterogeneous systems consisting of CPUs and HWAs, with the dual goals of 1) meeting HWAs' deadlines while 2) achieving high CPU performance.
The closest works tackle the problem of memory management in specifically CPU-GPU systems (e.g., [17, 7] ). In particular, the state-of-the-art memory scheduling scheme for CPU-GPU systems [17] strives to meet a target frame rate for the GPU while achieving high CPU performance. Its key idea is to prioritize the GPU over the CPU cores only close to the deadline when the GPU has to finish a frame. The GPU is either deprioritized or given the same priority as the CPU cores at other times. This scheme does not consider different HWAs than GPUs.
We adapted this state-of-the-art scheme [17] to a heterogeneous system with CPUs and various HWAs, and observed that such an approach when used in a CPU-HWA context, suffers from two major problems. First, it prioritizes a HWA only when it is close to its deadlines, thus causing the HWA to potentially miss deadlines. Second, it is not aware of the memory access characteristics of the different applications executing on different agents (CPUs or HWAs), thus resulting in both HWA deadline misses and low CPU performance.
Our goal, in this work, is to design a memory scheduler that 1) meets HWAs' deadlines and 2) at the same time maximizes CPU performance. To do so, we design a scheduler that takes into account the differences in memory access characteristics and demands of both different CPU cores and HWAs. Our Simple QUality of service Aware memory Scheduler for Heterogeneous systems (SQUASH) is based on three key ideas.
First, to tackle the problem of HWAs missing their deadlines, SQUASH prioritizes a HWA any time when it is not on track to meet its deadline (called Distributed Priority), instead of prioritizing it only when close to a deadline . Effectively, our mechanism distributes the priority of the HWA over its deadline period, instead of clumping it towards the end of the period. This allows each HWA to receive consistent memory bandwidth throughout its run time. Second, SQUASH exploits the heterogeneous memory access characteristics of different CPU applications and prioritizes HWAs over memory-intensive CPU applications even when HWAs are on track to meet their deadlines. The reason is that memory-intensive CPU applications' performance is not greatly sensitive to additional memory latency. Hence, prioritizing HWAs over memory-intensive CPU applications enables faster progress for HWAs and reduces the amount of time they are not on track to meet their deadlines. This, in turn, reduces the amount of time HWAs are prioritized over memory-non-intensive CPU applications that are latency-sensitive, thereby achieving high overall CPU performance. Third, SQUASH exploits the heterogeneous access characteristics of different HWAs. We observe that a HWA with a short deadline period needs a short burst of high priority long enough to ensure its few requests are served, rather than consistent memory bandwidth. SQUASH achieves this by prioritizing such HWAs for a short time period based on their estimated worst-case memory access latency.
This paper makes the following main contributions.
• We identify a new problem: state-of-the-art memory schedulers cannot both satisfy HWAs' QoS requirements and provide high CPU performance.
• We propose SQUASH, a new QoS-aware memory scheduler that always meets HWAs' deadlines while greatly improving CPU performance over the best previous scheduler.
• We compare SQUASH to four different memory schedulers across a wide variety of system configurations and workloads. We show that SQUASH improves CPU performance by 10.1% compared to the best-previous scheduler, while always meeting deadlines of all HWAs including GPUs.
Background
In this section, we will first provide an overview of heterogeneous SoC architectures and hardware accelerators (HWAs) that are significant components in heterogeneous SoCs. Next, we will provide a brief background on the organization of the DRAM main memory and then describe the closest previous works on main memory management and interference mitigation in heterogeneous SoCs.
Heterogeneous SoC Architecture
Modern SoCs are heterogeneous architectures that integrate various kinds of processors. Figure 1 is an example of a typical high-end SoC designed for smart phones [35, 20] . The CPU is used to perform general purpose computation. Figure 1 : Example heterogeneous SoC architecture employed to accelerate various functions. For instance, the GPU and Digital Signal Processor (DSP) are optimized for graphics and digital signal processing respectively. Other hard-wired HWAs are employed to perform video and audio coding at low power consumption. Image recognition is another common function for which HWAs are used [45, 41] because image recognition requires a large amount of computation that embedded CPUs cannot perform in a timely fashion [45] . In such a heterogeneous SoC, the DRAM main memory is a critical bottleneck between the CPU cores, HWAs, and DMA engines. Satisfying the memory bandwidth requirements of all these requestors (or, agents) becomes a major challenge. In this work, we will focus on managing memory bandwidth between the CPU cores and HWAs with the goal of meeting deadline requirements for HWAs while improving CPU performance.
Hardware Accelerator Characteristics
Modern SoCs consist of a wide variety of HWAs as each one is designed to accelerate a specific function. The functions that they accelerate are diverse and the implementations also vary among different HWAs. As an example, we will first describe a typical implementation of a 3x3 horizontal Sobel filter accelerator [40] (shown in Figure 2 ), which computes the gradient of an image for image recognition. The accelerator executes the Sobel filter on a target VGA (640x480) image, at a target frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps). A typical implementation for the filter uses line memory to take advantage of data access locality and hide the memory access latency, as shown in Figure 2 . The line memory (consisting of lines A, B, C and D) can hold four lines, each of size 640 pixels, of the target image. The filter operates on three lines, at any point in time, while the next line is being prefetched. For instance, the filter operates on lines A, B, and C, while line D is being prefetched. After the filter finishes processing lines A, B, and C, it operates on lines B, C, and D, while line A is being prefetched. As long as the next line is prefetched while the filter is operating on the three previous lines, memory access latency does not affect performance. To meet a performance target (30 fps), the filtering operation on a set of lines and the fetching of the next line have to be finished within 69.44 µsec (= 1 sec/30 f rames/480 lines). In this case, the period of the HWA is 69.44 µsec and the next line needs to be prefetched by the end of the period (the deadline). Missing this deadline causes the filtering logic to stall and drop the frame being processed. As a result, it prevents the system from achieving the performance target.
On the other hand, if the next-line prefetch is finished earlier than the deadline, the prefetch of the line after that cannot be initiated because the line memory can hold only one extra prefetched line. Prefetching more than one line can overwrite the contents of the line that is currently being processed by the filter logic. In order to provision for more capacity to hold prefetched data and hide memory latency better, double buffers (e.g., frame buffers used in GPUs) are implemented in some HWAs.
There are several HWAs with similar architectures employing line/frame buffers, which are widely used in the media processing domain. HWAs for resizing an image [11] or feature extraction [13, 4] use line buffers. HWAs for acoustic feature extraction [38] use frame buffers. In all these HWAs, computing engines can only access line/frame buffers and data is prefetched into these buffers from main memory.
Regardless of the types of buffers being used, one common attribute across all these HWAs is that the amount of available buffer capacity determines the deadline, or period, and how much data needs to be sent for each period. For instance, in the Sobel filter HWA example described above, the HWA requires continuous bandwidth during each period (640 bytes for every 69.44 µsec). As long as this continuous bandwidth is allocated, the HWA is tolerant of memory latency. On the other hand, finishing the HWA's memory accesses earlier than the deadline is wasteful, especially in a system with other agents such as CPU cores, where the memory bandwidth can be better utilized to achieve higher overall performance for the other agents.
As a result, a major challenge in today's heterogeneous SoCs is to ensure that the HWAs get a consistent share of main memory bandwidth such that their deadlines are met, while allocating enough bandwidth to the CPU cores to achieve high CPU performance. This challenge is not solved by today's memory schedulers which focus on either the HWAs or the CPUs. As we will show in our evaluation (Section 7), the HWA-friendly memory scheduler that achieves almost 100% deadline-met ratio for HWAs has 12% lower performance compared to the CPU-friendly scheduler that attains the highest CPU performance without always meeting the deadlines. The goal of our work is to both meet the HWAs' deadlines and maximize CPU performance.
DRAM Main Memory Organization
A typical DRAM main memory system is organized as a hierarchy of channels, ranks, and banks. Each channel has its own address and data bus that operate independently. A channel consists of one or more ranks. A rank, in turn, consists of multiple banks. Each bank can operate independently and in parallel with the other banks. However, all the banks on a channel share the address and data buses of the channel.
Each bank consists of a 2D array (rows and columns) of cells. When a piece of data is accessed from a bank, the entire row containing the piece of data is brought into a bank-internal structure called the row buffer. Any subsequent access to other data in the same row can be served from the row buffer itself without incurring the additional latency of accessing the array. Such an access is called a row hit. On the other hand, if the subsequent access is to data in a different row, the array needs to be accessed and the new row needs to be brought into the row buffer. Such an access is called a row miss. A row miss incurs more than 2x the latency of a row hit [31, 37] .
Memory Management in Heterogeneous Systems
Many previous works have tackled the problem of managing memory bandwidth between applications in CPU-only multicore systems [37, 30, 31, 32, 21, 22, 44] . However, few previous works have tackled the problem of memory management in heterogeneous systems, taking into account the memory access characteristics of the different agents. One previous work [42] attempts to satisfy both high system performance and QoS by acknowledging the differences in memory access characteristics between CPU cores and other agents. They observe that CPU cores are latency sensitive, whereas the GPU and Video Processing Unit (VPU) are bandwidth sensitive with high memory latency tolerance. Therefore, they propose to prioritize CPU requests over GPU requests, while attempting to provide sufficient bandwidth to the GPU. However, with such a scheme, the GPU cannot always achieve its performance target when the CPU demands high bandwidth [17] .
In order to address this challenge of managing memory bandwidth between the CPU cores and the GPU, a state-ofthe-art technique [17] proposed to dynamically adjust memory access priorities between the CPU cores and the GPU. This policy compares current progress in terms of tiles rendered in a frame (Equation 1) against expected progress in terms of time elapsed in a period (Equation 2) and adjusts priorities. 
When CurrentProgress is greater than ExpectedProgress, the GPU is on track to meet its target frame rate. Hence, GPU requests are given lower priority than CPU requests. On the other hand, if CurrentProgress is less than or equal to ExpectedProgress, the GPU is not on track to meet its target frame rate. In order to enable the GPU to make better progress, its requests are given the same priority as the CPU cores' requests. Only when the ExpectedProgress is greater than an EmergentThreshold (=0.90), are the GPU's requests given higher priority than the CPU cores' requests. Such a policy aims to preserve CPU performance, while still giving the GPU highest priority close to the time when a frame needs to be completed, thereby providing better QoS to the GPU than static prioritization policies. However, this policy, when used within the context of a CPU-HWA system, is not adaptive enough, as we will show next, to the diverse characteristics of different CPU applications and HWAs.
Motivation and Key Ideas
In this work, we examine heterogeneous systems that consist of multiple HWAs and CPU cores executing applications with very diverse characteristics (e.g., memory intensity and deadline requirements). Although we have a different usage scenario from the previous work that targets CPU-GPU systems by Jeong et al. [17] (discussed in the previous section), we adapt their scheduling policy in [17] and apply it to manage memory bandwidth between CPU cores and HWAs since it is the best previous work we know of in memory scheduling for heterogeneous systems. We call this policy Dyn-Prio.
Similar to GPUs' frame rate requirements, HWAs need to meet deadlines. We target HWAs having soft deadlines, such as HWAs for image processing and image recognition. A deadline miss for such HWAs causes frames to be dropped. We re-define CurrentProgress and ExpectedProgress in Equations 3 and 4, respectively to capture HWAs' deadline requirements. CurrentProgress for HWAs is defined as the fraction of the total number of memory requests that have been completed. ExpectedProgress for HWAs is defined in terms of the fraction of time elapsed during an execution period. In order to compute CurrentProgress, the number of requests served during each period is needed. For several kinds of HWAs, it is possible to precisely know this number due to two reasons. First, as described in Section 2.2, a lot of HWAs for media processing access media data in a streaming manner, resulting in a predictable/prefetch-friendly access stream. Second, when a HWA is implemented with a line-/double-buffered scratchpad, all the data required for the next set of computations need to be prefetched into the scratchpad to meet a target performance because the compute engines can only access the scratchpad. In this scenario, the number of memory requests in a period can be estimated in a fairly straightforward manner based on the amount of data that are required to be prefetched.
We observe that there are two major problems with Dyn-Prio when used in a CPU-HWA context. First, it only prioritizes a HWA over CPU cores close to the HWA's deadline (i.e., after 90% ExpectedProgress has been made). Prioritizing HWAs only when the deadline is very close can cause deadline misses because the available memory bandwidth in the remaining time before the deadline may not be able to sustain the required memory request rates of all the HWAs and CPUs. We will explain this problem in greater detail in Section 3.1. Second, Dyn-Prio is designed for a simple heterogeneous CPU-GPU system and is not designed to consider the access characteristics of different applications in a heterogeneous system executing different kinds of applications on different kinds of agents, either on the CPUs or on the HWAs. As we will explain in Section 3.2 and 3.3, application-unawareness misses opportunities to improve system performance because different applications executing on CPUs and HWAs have different latency tolerance and bandwidth requirements.
Key Idea 1: Distributed Priority
To address the first problem where HWAs sometimes miss their deadlines, we propose a simple modification. A HWA enters a state of urgency and is given the highest priority anytime when its CurrentProgress is less than or equal to ExpectedProgress. We call such a scheme Distributed Priority (Dist-Prio for short). Using Dist-Prio distributes a HWA's priority over its deadline period, rather than clumping it close to a deadline. This allows HWAs to receive consistent memory bandwidth and make steady progress throughout their run time.
To illustrate the benefit of such a policy, we study an example system with two CPU cores and a HWA. Figure 3 shows the execution timelines when each agent (HWA or CPU core) executes alone. In this example, CPU-A has low memory intensity and generates very few memory requests. In contrast, CPU-B has high memory intensity and 
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Req x8 generates more memory requests than CPU-A does. HWA has double buffers and generates 8 prefetch requests for the data to be processed in the next period. For ease of understanding, we assume all these requests are destined to the same bank and each memory request takes T cycles (no distinction between row hits and misses). The length of the HWA's period is 16T. When a Dyn-Prio scheme with an EmergentThreshold of 0.9 is employed to schedule these requests, the HWA is given highest priority only for the last two time units, starting at time 14T. Until then, the CPU cores' requests are treated on par with the HWA's requests. Such a short amount of time is not sufficient to finish serving the HWA's requests in this example. Figure 4a illustrates the scheduling order of requests from a single system with a HWA (HWA) and two CPU cores (CPU-A and CPU-B) using our proposed Dist-Prio scheme. It prioritizes the HWA any time when it is not on track to meet its deadline. Among the CPU cores, the low memory-intensity CPU-A is prioritized over the high memoryintensity CPU-B. At the beginning of the deadline period, since both CurrentProgress and ExpectedProgress are zero and equal, HWA is deemed as urgent and is given higher priority than the CPU cores. Hence, during the first 4T cycles, only HWA's requests are served. After 4T cycles, CurrentProgress is 0.5 and ExpectedProgress is 0.25. Hence, HWA is deemed as not urgent and is given lower priority than the CPU cores. Requests from both CPU cores are served from cycles 4T to 8T. After 8T cycles, since both CurrentProgress and ExpectedProgress are 0.50, HWA is deemed as urgent again and its remaining requests are completed. Hence, Dist-Prio enables the HWA to meet its deadlines while also achieving high CPU performance.
Key Idea 2: Application-Aware Scheduling for CPUs
We observe that when HWAs are given higher priority than CPU cores, they interfere with all CPU cores' memory requests. For instance, in Figure 4a , during cycles 8T to 12T, HWA stalls both CPU-A and CPU-B. Furthermore, higher the memory intensity of the HWAs, more the memory bandwidth they need to make sufficient progress to meet their deadlines, exacerbating the interference. We propose to tackle this shortcoming based on the observation that memoryintensive applications do not experience significant performance degradation when HWAs are prioritized over them.
Applications with low memory-intensity are more sensitive to memory latency, since these applications generate few memory requests, and quick service of these few requests enables such applications to make good forward progress. 1 On the other hand, applications with high-memory-intensity often have a large number of outstanding memory requests and spend a significant fraction of their execution time stalling on memory. Therefore, delaying high-memory-intensity applications' requests does not impact their performance significantly. Based on this observation, we propose to prioritize HWAs' memory requests over those of high-memory-intensity applications even when HWAs are making sufficient progress and are not in a state of urgency. Such a prioritization scheme reduces the number of cycles when HWAs are deemed urgent and prioritized over memory-non-intensive CPU applications that are latency-sensitive, thereby improving their performance. Figure 4b illustrates the benefits of such an application-aware distributed priority scheme for the same set of requests shown in Figure 4a . The request schedule remains the same during the first 4T cycles. At time 4T, the CurrentProgress is 0.5 and ExpectedProgress is 0.25. Since CurrentProgress is greater than ExpectedProgress, HWA is not deemed urgent and CPU-A's request is prioritized over HWA's requests. However, HWA is still prioritized over CPU-B that has high memory-intensity, enabling faster progress for HWA. As a result, at time 8T, CurrentProgress is 0.875, which is greater than ExpectedProgress. As such, the HWA is still deemed not urgent, unlike in the distributed priority case (in Figure 4a) . Hence, the latency-sensitive CPU-A's requests are served earlier. Thus, this key idea enables faster progress for CPU-A, as can be seen from Figure 4b , and results in higher CPU performance.
Key Idea 3: Application-Aware Scheduling for HWAs
Monitoring a HWA's progress and prioritizing it when it is not on track to meet its deadline is an effective mechanism to ensure consistent bandwidth to HWAs that have fairly long periods (infrequent deadlines). However, such a scheme is not effective for HWAs with short periods (frequent deadlines) since it is difficult to ensure that these HWAs are deemed urgent and receive enough priority for sufficiently long periods of time within a short deadline period. Specifically, a short deadline provides little time for all requests and causes the HWAs to be more susceptible to interference from other HWAs and CPU cores. We evaluated a heterogeneous system with two accelerators (HWA-A and HWA-B) that have vastly different period lengths (i.e., 63041 and 5447 cycles) and bandwidth requirements (i.e., 8.32GB/s and 475MB/s) employing our previously two key ideas. Our results show that HWA-A meets all its deadlines whereas HWA-B, on average, misses a deadline every 2000 execution periods.
To help enable better deadline-met ratios for HWAs with short deadlines, we make the following two observations that lead to our third key idea. First, HWAs with short deadline periods can be enabled to meet their deadlines by giving them a short burst of highest priority very close to the deadline. Second, prioritizing short-deadline-period HWAs does not cause much interference to other requestors because these HWAs consume a small amount of bandwidth. Based on these observations, we propose to estimate the WorstCaseLatency for a memory access and give a short-deadlineperiod HWA highest priority for WorstCaseLatency * NumberOfRequests cycles close to its deadline.
Mechanism
In this section, we describe the details of SQUASH, our proposed memory scheduling mechanism to manage memory bandwidth between CPU cores and HWAs, using the three key ideas described in Section 3. First, we describe a scheduling policy to prioritize between HWAs with long deadline periods and CPU applications, with the goal of enabling the long-deadline-period HWAs to meet their deadlines while improving CPU performance (Section 4.1). Second, we describe how SQUASH enables HWAs with short deadline periods to meet their deadlines (Section 4.2). Third, we present a combined scheduling policy for long and short-deadline-period HWAs (Section 4.3). Finally, we describe a modification to our original scheduling policy to probabilistically change priorities between long-deadlineperiod HWAs and CPU applications to enable higher fairness for memory-intensive CPU applications (Section 4.4), which results in the final SQUASH mechanism.
Overview: SQUASH categorizes HWAs as long and short-deadline-period statically based on their deadline period. A different scheduling policy is employed for each of these two categories, since they have different kinds of bandwidth demand. For the long-deadline-period accelerators (LDP-HWAs for short), SQUASH monitors their progress periodically and appropriately prioritizes them, enabling them to get sufficient and consistent bandwidth to meet their deadlines (Section 3.1). For the short-deadline-period accelerators (SDP-HWAs for short), SQUASH gives them a short burst of highest priority close to each deadline, based on worst-case access latency calculations (Section 3.3). SQUASH also treats memory-intensive and memory-non-intensive CPU applications differently with respect to their priority over HWAs (Section 3.2).
Long-Deadline-Period HWAs vs. CPU Applications
To make scheduling decisions between LDP-HWAs and CPU applications, SQUASH employs the Distributed Priority (Dist-Prio) scheme as previously described in Section 3.1, monitoring each LDP-HWA's progress every SchedulingUnit. SQUASH prioritizes LDP-HWAs over CPUs only when LDP-HWAs become urgent under either of the following conditions: 1) CurrentProgress ≤ ExpectedProgress or 2) ExpectedProgress > EmergentThreshold.
CPU applications' memory-intensity is monitored and applications are classified as memory-non-intensive or memory-intensive periodically based on their calculated memory-intensity using the classification mechanism borrowed from [22] . Note that other mechanisms can also be employed to perform this classification. 2 Based on this classification, SQUASH schedules requests at the memory controller in the following priority order (lower number indicates higher priority): 
Providing QoS to HWAs with Short Deadline Periods
Although using Dist-Prio can provide consistent bandwidth to LDP-HWAs to meet their deadlines, SDP-HWAs do not get enough memory bandwidth to meet their deadlines (as we described in our third key idea in Section 3.3). In order to enable SDP-HWAs to meet their deadlines, we propose to give them a short burst of high priority close to a deadline using estimated worst-case memory latency calculations. Estimating worst case access latency. In the worst case, all requests from a SDP-HWA would access different rows in the same bank. In this case, all such requests are serialized and each request takes tRC -the minimum time between two DRAM row ACTIVATE operations. 3 Therefore, in order to serve the requests of an SDP-HWA before its deadline, it needs to be deemed urgent and given the highest priority over all other requestors for tRC * NumberO f Requests for each period, which we call it Urgent Period Length (UPL).
For example, when a HWA outputs 16 requests every 2000 ns period and tRC is 50 ns, the HWA is deemed urgent and given the highest priority for 800 ns + α during each period, where α is the waiting time for the in-flight requests to finish. Furthermore, finishing a HWA's requests much earlier than the deadline is wasteful, since doing so does not improve the HWA's performance any further. Hence, this highest priority period can be at the end of the HWA's deadline period. For instance, in the previous example, the HWA is given highest priority (2000 − (800 + α)) ns after a deadline period starts. Handling multiple short-deadline-period HWAs. The scheme discussed above does not consider the scenarios when there are multiple SDP-HWA, which could overlap with each other during the high priority cycles, resulting in deadline misses. We propose to address this concern using the following mechanism:
1. SQUASH calculates the urgent period length (UPL) of each SDP-HWA x as:
UPL(x) = tRC * T heNumberO f Requests(x)
2. Among the urgent short-deadline-period HWAs, the HWAs with shorter deadline periods are given higher priority.
3. SQUASH extends the urgent period length of each SDP-HWA x further by taking into account all the SDPHWAs that have higher priority (i.e., shorter deadline period) than x. This ensures that each HWA is allocated enough cycles for its urgent period. When calculating how long we should extend a SDP-HWA x's UPL, we calculate how many deadline periods (N i ) of each higher priority SDP-HWA (i) can overlap with the UPL of x: N i = (UPL(x)/Period(i)) . We then calculate the total length of high-priority UPL, HP-UPL(i), resulting from N i high-priority deadline periods: HP-UPL(i) = N i * UPL(i), which we use to add to the current SDP-HWA's UPL. In summary, the final extension function for each SDP-HWA x is: UPL(x) = Σ i (HP-UPL(i)) + UPL(x), for all HWAs i that have higher priority than x.
Overall Scheduling Policy
Combining the mechanisms described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, SQUASH schedules requests in the following order (lower number indicates higher priority) and priority level within each group is also provided in parentheses:
1. Urgent HWAs in the short deadline period group (Higher priority to shorter deadline HWAs)
2. Urgent HWAs in the long deadline period group (Higher priority to earlier deadline HWAs)
3. Non-memory-intensive CPU applications (Higher priority to lower memory-intensity applications)
4. Non-urgent HWAs in the long deadline period group (Higher priority to earlier deadline HWAs)
Memory-intensive CPU applications (Application priorities are shuffled as in [22])
6. Non-urgent HWAs in the short and long deadline period group (Higher priority to earlier deadline HWAs)
The current scheduling order allows HWAs to receive high priority when they becomes urgent (i.e., not meeting their expected progress). This prevents them from missing deadlines due to interference from CPU applications. Memory-intensive CPU applications (Group5) are always ranked lower than memory-non-intensive CPU applications (Group3) and LDP-HWAs (Group2, 4). This can potentially always deprioritize memory-intensive applications when the memory bandwidth is only enough to serve memory-non-intensive applications and HWAs. To ensure memoryintensive applications receive sufficient memory bandwidth to make progress, we employ a clustering mechanism that only allocates a fraction of total memory bandwidth (called ClusterFactor) to the memory-non-intensive group [22] .
As explained in Section 3.1, the initial state of all HWAs is urgent when using Dist-Prio. When HWAs meet their expected progress, they make the transition to the non-urgent state, allocating more bandwidth to CPU applications or other HWAs. Non-urgent SDP-HWAs are always in Group6. Non-urgent LDP-HWAs, however, can be in either Group4 or Group6. They are assigned to Group6 only when they first transition to the non-urgent state, but are assigned to Group4 when they re-enter the non-urgent state later on. The rationale is that LDP-HWAs do not need to be prioritized over memory-intensive CPU applications (Group5) if they are already receiving memory bandwidth such that they continuously meet their expected progress, without ever transitioning back to the urgent state again, throughout the period. This kind of a priority scheme enables LDP-HWAs to make progress while not over-consuming memory bandwidth and enables memory-intensive CPU applications to achieve higher performance.
Probabilistic Switching of LDP-HWAs' Priorities
By using the scheduling order described in the previous section, we observe that memory-intensive applications experience unfair slowdowns due to interference from non-urgent LDP-HWAs in some workloads. To solve this problem, we propose a mechanism to probabilistically prioritize memory-intensive applications over non-urgent LDP-HWAs, switching priorities between Group4 and Group5. Each LDP-HWA x has a probability value Pb(x) that is controlled based on its request progress every epoch (SwitchingUnit). Algorithm 1 shows how requests are scheduled based on Pb(x). With a probability of Pb(x), memory-intensive applications are prioritized over LDP-HWA x to enable higher fairness. Algorithm 2 shows the periodic adjustment of Pb(x) using empirically determined steps. We use a larger decrement step than the increment step because we want to quickly reduce the priority of memory-intensive applications in order to increase the HWA's bandwidth allocation when it is not making sufficient progress. This probabilistic switching helps ensure that the memory-intensive CPU applications are treated fairly.
Algorithm 1 Scheduling using Pb(x)
With a probability Pb(x): Memory-intensive applications > Long-deadline-period HWA x With a probability (1 − Pb(x)): Memory-intensive applications < Long-deadline-period HWA x Algorithm 2 Controlling Pb(x) for LDP-HWAs Initialization: Pb(x) = 0 Every SwitchingUnit: if CurrentProgress ¿ ExpectedProgress then Pb(x) += Pb inc (Pb inc = 1% in our experiments) else if CurrentProgress ¡ ExpectedProgress then Pb(x) −= Pb dec (Pb dec = 5% in our experiments) else Pb(x) = Pb(x) end if 5 Implementation and Hardware Cost SQUASH requires hardware support to monitor HWAs' current and expected progress and schedule memory requests accordingly. To track current progress, the memory controller counts the number of completed requests during a deadline period. If there are multiple memory controllers, they send their recorded counter values to a centralized metacontroller every SchedulingUnit, similar to [21, 22] . If HWAs access shared caches, the number of completed requests at the shared caches is sent to the meta-controller. Table 1 lists the major counters required for the meta-controller over a baseline TCM scheduler [22] , the state-of-the-art application-aware scheduler for multi-core systems, which we later provide comparison to. The request counters are used to track current progress, whereas the cycle counters are used to compute expected progress. Pb is the probability that determines priorities between long-deadline-period HWAs and memory-intensive applications. A 4-byte counter is sufficient to denote each of these quantities. Hence, the total counter overhead is 20 bytes for a long-deadline-period HWA and 12 bytes for a short-deadline-period HWA.
For long-deadline-period HWAs Name Function Curr-Req
Number of requests completed in a deadline period Total-Req Total number of requests completed in a deadline period Curr-Cyc Number of cycles elapsed in a deadline period Total-Cyc Total number of cycles in a deadline period Pb Probability when memory-intensive applications > long-deadline-period HWAs
For short-deadline-period HWAs Name Function Priority-Cyc Indicates when the priority is transitioned to high Curr-Cyc Number of cycles elapsed in a deadline period Total-Cyc Total number of cycles in a deadline period Total-Req and Total-Cyc are set by the system software based on the specifications of HWAs. If these parameters are fixed for the target HWA, the software sets up these registers at the beginning of execution. If these parameters vary for each period, the software updates them at the beginning of each period. Curr-Cyc is incremented every cycle. Curr-Req is incremented every time a request is completed (at the respective memory controller). At the end of every SchedulingUnit, the meta controller computes ExpectedProgress and CurrentProgress using these accumulated counts, in order to determine how urgent each long-deadline-period HWA is. For the short-deadline-period HWAs, their state of urgency is determined based on Priority-Cyc and Curr-Cyc. Priority-Cyc is set by the system software based on the HWAs' specifications. This information is used along with Pb to determine the scheduling order across all HWAs and CPU applications. Once this priority order is determined, the meta-controller broadcasts the priority to the memory controllers, and the memory controllers schedule requests based on this priority order, similar to other application-aware memory schedulers [30, 31, 21, 22 ].
Methodology
System Configuration
We use an in-house cycle-level simulator to perform our evaluations. We model a system with eight x86 CPU cores and four HWAs for our main evaluation. To avoid starving CPU cores or HWAs, we allocate half of the memory request buffer entries that hold memory requests to CPU cores and the other half to HWAs. Unless stated otherwise, our system configuration is as shown in Table 2 
Workloads for CPUs
We construct 80 multiprogrammed workloads from the SPEC CPU2006 suite [2] , TPC [3] , and the NAS parallel benchmark suite [1] . We use Pin [26] with PinPoints [34] to extract representative phases. We classify CPU benchmarks into two categories, memory-intensive and memory-non-intensive, based on the number of last-level cache misses per thousand instructions (MPKI). If an application's MPKI is greater than 5, it is classified as a memoryintensive application. Otherwise, it is classified as memory-non-intensive. We then construct five intensity categories of workloads based on the fraction of memory-intensive benchmarks in a workload: 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. Each category consists of 16 workloads.
Hardware Accelerators
We use five kinds of HWAs designed for image processing and recognition, for our evaluations, as described in Table 3 . The target frame rate for the HWAs is 30 fps. The image processing HWA (IMG-HWA) performs filter processing on input RGB images of size 1920x1080. We assume that IMG-HWA performs filter processing on one frame for 1/30 sec with double buffers. Hessian HWA (HES-HWA) and Matching HWA (MAT-HWA) are designed for Augmented Reality (AR) systems [24] . HES-HWA accelerates the fast Hessian detector that is executed in SURF (Speed up Robust Features) [8] , which is used to detect interesting points and generate descriptors. MAT-HWA accelerates the operation of matching descriptors generated by SURF against those in a database. The implementation of HES-HWA and MAT-HWA are based on [24] . Their configuration parameters are as shown in Table 3 . We evaluate HES-HWA and MAT-HWA for three different configurations. The periods and bandwidth requirements of the HWAs are different depending on the configuration. We assume that the result of the MAT-HWA is output to a register in the HWA. Resize HWA (RSZ-HWA) and Detect HWA (DET-HWA) are used for face detection. Their implementations are based on a library that uses Haar-Like features [47] , included in Open-CV [15] . RSZ-HWA shrinks the target frame recursively in order to detect differences in sizes of faces and generates integral images. DET-HWA detects faces included in the resized image. Because the target image is shrunk recursively over each frame, the HWAs' periods are variable. The HES-HWA and DET-HWA are categorized into the short-deadline-period group and the others into the long-deadlineperiod group. Based on the implementations of the HWAs, we build trace-generators that simulate memory requests from the HWAs. All HWAs have fixed access patterns throughout the simulation run. We evaluate two mixes of HWAs, Config-A and Config-B, with each CPU workload, as shown in Table 3 . Config-B includes HWAs that dynamically change their bandwidth requirements and deadlines over time, which we use to evaluate the adaptivity of different schedulers. We simulate for 200 million CPU cycles. The size of memory requests from HWAs is 64 bytes and the number of outstanding requests from each HWA to the memory is at most 16.
System with a GPU
In addition to our CPU-HWA evaluations, we also evaluate CPU-GPU and CPU-GPU-HWA systems. The specification of the GPU we model is 800 MHz, 20 cores and 1600 operations/cycle, which is similar to the AMD Radeon 5870 Table 3 : Configuration of the HWAs specification [5] . The GPU does not share caches with CPUs. The CPU-GPU-HWA system has four memory channels and four HWAs, whose configuration is the same as Config-A in Section 6.3. The other system parameters are the same as the CPU-HWA system. We collect GPU traces from GPU benchmarks and games, as shown in Table 4 , with a proprietary GPU simulator. The target frame rate of all GPU benchmarks is 30 fps. We set the GPU benchmarks' deadline to 33.3 msec (= 1 frame). We measure the number of memory requests included in each trace in advance and use this number to calculate CurrentProgress. We simulate 30 CPU-GPU and CPU-GPU-HWA workloads respectively. Name Description Name Description Bench 3D mark Game03 Shooting Game 3 Game01 Shooting Game 1 Game04 Adventure Game Game02 Shooting Game 2 Game05 Role-playing Game Table 4 : GPU benchmarks
Performance Metrics
We measure CPU performance with the commonly-used Weighted Speedup (WS) [10, 39] metric. We measure fairness using the Maximum Slowdown metric [46, 21, 22] . For HWAs, we use two metrics: the DeadlineMetRatio and frame rate in fps, frames per second. We assume that if a deadline is missed in a frame, the corresponding frame is dropped (and we calculate frame rate accordingly).
Parameters of the Evaluated Schedulers
Unless otherwise stated, for SQUASH, we set the SchedulingUnit to 1000 CPU cycles and SwitchingUnit to 500 CPU cycles. For TCM [22] , we use a ClusterFactor of 0.2 and a shuffling interval of 800 cycles and QuantumLength of 1M cycles.
HWAs (FRFCFS-Dyn0.9), which is designed to achieve high CPU performance. Second, in order to achieve high deadline-met ratios for the HWAs, we sweep the value of the EmergentThreshold from 0 to 1.0 at the granularity of 0.1 (see Section 7.3 for more details) and choose a different threshold value shown in Table 5 for each HWA (FRFCFSDynOpt) such that a deadline-met ratio greater than 99.9% and a frame rate greater than 27 fps (90% of target frame rate) are achieved. For SQUASH, we use an EmergentThreshold value of 0.8 for all HWAs. Table 5 : EmergentThreshold for FRFCFS-Dyn Figure 5 shows the average system performance across all 80 workloads, using both Config-A and B. Table 6 shows the deadline-met ratio and frame rate of four types of HWAs. We do not show IMG-HWA because it has a 100% deadline-met ratio with all schedulers. Table 6 : Deadline-met ratio and frame rate of HWAs
We draw three major observations. First, FRFCFS-St and TCM-St always prioritize HWAs, achieving a 100% deadline-met ratio. However, always prioritizing the HWAs' requests results in low CPU performance. Second, the FRFCFS-Dyn policy either achieves high CPU performance or high deadline-met ratio depending on the value of the EmergentThreshold. When EmergentThreshold is 0.9, the HWAs are not prioritized much, causing them to miss deadlines. However, CPU performance is high. On the other hand, when we use optimized values of EmergentThreshold (FRFCFS-DynOpt), the HWAs are prioritized enabling them to meet almost all their deadlines, but at the cost of CPU performance. Third, SQUASH achieves comparable performance to FRFCFS-Dyn-0.9 and 10.1% better system performance than FRFCFS-DynOpt, while achieving a deadline-met ratio of 100%. We conclude that SQUASH achieves both high CPU performance and 100% QoS for HWAs. In the next section, we present a breakdown of the benefits from the different components of SQUASH.
Performance Breakdown of SQUASH
In this section, we break down the performance benefits due to the different components of SQUASH. Figure 6 shows the system performance normalized to FRFCFS-DynOpt. The x-axis shows the memory intensities of the workloads. The numbers above the bars of FRFCFS-DynOpt show the absolute values for FRFCFS-DynOpt. We compare four different configurations of SQUASH over FRFCFS-DynOpt: 1) SQ-D (distributed priority on top of TCM for CPU applications), 2) SQ-D+L (SQ-D along with application-aware prioritization between LDP-HWAs and memory-intensive CPU applications), 3) SQ-D+L+S (SQ-D+L along with worst-case latency based prioritization for SDP-HWAs), and 4) SQ-D+L+S+P (Complete SQUASH mechanism, SQ-D+L+S along with probabilistic prioritization between LDPHWAs and memory-intensive CPU applications). Table 7 shows the deadline-met ratio for the different mechanisms. Figure 7 shows the bandwidth utilization of different categories of applications when the MAT-HWA has low priority and the fraction of time the MAT-HWA is assigned different priorities. We draw four major observations. First, SQ-D improves performance over FRFCFS-DynOpt by 9.2%. However, this improvement comes at the cost of missed deadlines for some HWAs (HES and DET), as shown in Table 7 . Second, introducing application-aware prioritization between LDP-HWAs and memory-intensive CPU applications (SQ-D+L) improves performance especially as the memory intensity increases (8.3% maximum over SQ-D). This is because prioritizing HWAs over memory-intensive applications reduces the amount of time HWAs become urgent and interfere with memory-non-intensive CPU applications as shown in Figure 7 . However, the SDP-HWAs (HES and DET) still miss some deadlines.
Third, SQ-D+L+S employs worst-case access latency based prioritization for SDP-HWAs, enabling such HWAs to meet their deadlines, while still achieving high performance. However, memory-intensive applications still experience high slowdowns. Fourth, SQ-D+L+S+P tackles this problem by probabilistically changing the prioritization order between memory-intensive CPU applications and LDP-HWAs. This increases the bandwidth allocation of memoryintensive CPU applications, as shown in Figure 7 . The result is a 26% average reduction in the maximum slowdown experienced by any application in a workload, while degrading performance by only 1.7% compared to SQ-D+L+S and achieving 100% deadline-met ratio. We conclude that SQUASH is in achieving high CPU performance, while also meeting the HWAs' deadlines.
Impact of EmergentThreshold
In this section, we study the impact of EmergentThreshold on performance and deadline met ratio and the trade offs it enables. Figure 8 shows the average system performance with FRFCFS-Dyn and SQUASH when sweeping EmergentThreshold across all 80 workloads using both Config-A and B. We employ the same EmergentThreshold value for all HWAs. Tables 8 and 9 show the deadline-met ratio of HWAs with FRFCFS-Dyn and SQUASH respectively. Table 9 : Deadline-met ratio of SQUASH We draw two major conclusions. First, there is a trade-off between system performance and HWA deadline-met ratio, as the EmergentThreshold is varied. As the EmergentThreshold increases, CPU performance improves at the cost of increase in deadline-met ratio. Second, for a given value of EmergentThreshold, SQUASH achieves significantly higher deadline-met ratio than FRFCFS-Dyn, while achieving similar CPU performance, because of distributed priority and application-aware scheduling. Specifically, SQUASH meets all deadlines with an EmergentThreshold of 0.8, for Config-A, whereas FRFCFS-Dyn needs an EmergentThreshold of 0.1 to meet all deadlines. Furthermore, SQUASH-0.8 achieves 23.5% higher performance than FRFCFS-Dyn-0.1. Based on these observations, we conclude that SQUASH is effective in achieving both high CPU performance and QoS for HWAs.
Impact of ClusterFactor
We study the impact of the ClusterFactor used to determine what fraction of total memory bandwidth is allocated to memory-non-intensive CPU applications. Figure 9 shows average CPU performance and fairness with FRFCFSDynOpt and SQUASH across 80 workloads using Config-A. For SQUASH, we sweep the ClusterFactor from 0 to 1.0. All HWAs' deadlines are met for all values of the ClusterFactor for SQUASH. We draw three major conclusions. First, there is a trade-off between performance and fairness, as the ClusterFactor is varied. As the ClusterFactor increases, CPU performance improves, but fairness degrades. This is because more CPU applications are classified and prioritized as memory-non-intensive at the cost of degrading the performance of some memory-intensive applications. Second, ClusterFactor is an effective knob for trading off CPU performance and fairness. For example, in our main evaluations, we optimize for performance and pick a ClusterFactor of 0.2. Instead, if we want to optimize for fairness, we could pick a ClusterFactor of 0.1, which still improves performance by 14%, compared to FRFCFS-DynOpt, while degrading fairness by only 3.8% (for Config-A). Third, regardless of the ClusterFactor, SQUASH is able to meet all HWAs' deadlines (not shown), since it monitors and assigns enough priority to HWAs based on their progress.
Effect of HWAs' Memory Intensity
We study the impact of HWAs' memory intensity on a system with 2 MAT-HWAs and 2 HES-HWAs. We vary the memory intensity of the HWAs by varying their parameters in Table 3 . As the HWAs' memory intensity increases, CPU performance improvement with SQUASH increases (30.6% maximum) while meeting almost all deadlines (99.99%), when using an EmergentThreshold of 0.8. This is because as the memory intensity of HWAs increases, they cause more interference to CPU applications. SQUASH is effective in mitigating this interference. Figure 10 shows the average CPU performance and frame rate of the MAT-HWA across 30 workloads on a CPU-GPU-HWA system. The other HWAs and the GPU meet all deadlines with all schedulers. For FRFCFS-Dyn, we use an EmergentThreshold of 0.9 for the GPU and the threshold values shown in Table 5 for the other HWAs. For SQUASH, we use an EmergentThreshold of 0.9 for both the GPU and other HWAs. FRFCFS-DynOpt SQUASH Figure 10 : System performance and frame rate SQUASH achieves 10.1% higher CPU performance than FRFCFS-Dyn, while also achieving a higher frame rate for the MAT-HWA than FRFCFS-Dyn. SQUASH's distributed priority and application-aware scheduling schemes enable higher system performance, while ensuring QoS for the HWAs and the GPU. We also evaluate a CPU-GPU system. SQUASH improves CPU performance by 2% over FRFCFS-Dyn, while meeting all deadlines, where FRFCFSDyn misses a deadline. We conclude that SQUASH is effective in achieving high system performance and QoS in systems with GPUs as well.
Evaluation on systems with GPUs
7.6 Sensitivity to System Parameters 7.6.1 Number of Channels. Figure 11 (left) shows the system performance with different number of channels across 25 workloads (executing 90M cycles) using HWA Config-A (all other parameters are the same as baseline). All HWAs meet all deadlines with all schedulers as there is ample bandwidth. The key conclusion is that as the number of channels decreases, memory contention increases, resulting in increased benefits from SQUASH. Figures 11 (right) and 12 show the same performance metrics for the same schedulers as the previous section when using different number of CPU cores (from 8 to 24) and HWAs 4 (4 or 8). We draw three conclusions. First, SQUASH always improves CPU performance over FRFCFS-DynOpt. Second, as the number of requestors increases, there is more contention between HWAs and CPU applications, providing more opportunity for SQUASH, which achieves greater performance improvement (24.0% maximum). Finally, SQUASH meets all deadlines for all HWAs. We sweep the SchedulingUnit (Section 4.1) from 1000 to 5000 cycles and SwitchingUnit (Section 4.4) from 500 to 2000 cycles (SwitchingUnit < SchedulingUnit). We observe two trends. First, as the SchedulingUnit increases, system performance decreases because once a HWA is classified as urgent, it interferes with CPU cores for a longer time. Second, a smaller SwitchingUnit provides better fairness, since fine-grained switching of the probability Pb enables memory-intensive applications to have higher priority for longer time periods. Based on these observations, we empirically pick a SchedulingUnit of 1000 cycles and SwitchingUnit of 500 cycles.
Related Work
Memory scheduling. We have already compared SQUASH both qualitatively and quantitatively to the state-of-the-art QoS-aware memory scheduler for CPU-GPU systems proposed by Jeong et al. [17] . When this scheduler is adapted to the CPU-HWA context, SQUASH outperforms it in terms of both system performance and deadline-met ratio. Ausavarungnirun et al. [7] propose Staged Memory Scheduling (SMS) to improve system performance and fairness in a heterogeneous system CPU-GPU system. Unlike SQUASH, SMS does not explicitly attempt to provide QoS to the GPU and aims to only optimize overall performance and fairness.
Most other previously proposed memory schedulers (e.g., [37, 30, 31, 32, 21, 22, 44, 14] have been designed with the goal of improving system performance and fairness in CPU-only multicore systems. These works do not consider the memory access characteristics and needs of other requestors such as HWAs. In contrast, SQUASH is specifically designed to provide high system performance and QoS in heterogeneous systems with CPU cores and HWAs.
Lee et al. [23] propose a quality-aware memory controller that aims to satisfy latency and bandwidth requirements of different requestors, in a best-effort manner. Latency-sensitive requestors are always given higher priority over bandwidth-sensitive requestors. Hence, it might not be possible to meet potential deadline requirements of bandwidthsensitive requestors with such a mechanism.
Other previous works [6, 36, 33, 48, 27, 19] have proposed to build memory controllers that provide support to guarantee real-time access latency constraints for each master. The PRET DRAM Controller [36] partitions DRAM into multiple resources that are accessed in a periodic pipeline fashion. Wu et al. [48] propose to strictly prioritize real-time threads over non real-time threads. Macian et al. [27] bound the maximum access latency by scheduling in a round-robin manner. Other works [6, 33] group a series of accesses to all banks and schedule at the group unit. All these works aim to bound the worst case latency by scheduling requests in a fixed predictable order. As a result, they waste significant amount of memory bandwidth and do not achieve high system performance. Source throttling. Memguard [12] guarantees worst case bandwidth to each core by regulating the number of injected requests from each core. Ebrahimi et al. [9] propose to limit the number of memory requests of requestors to improve fairness in CPU-only systems. Other previous works [42, 17] propose to throttle the number of outstanding GPU requests for CPU-GPU systems, in order to mitigate interference to CPU applications. These schemes are complementary to the memory scheduling approach taken by SQUASH and can be employed in conjunction with SQUASH to achieve better interference mitigation. Memory channel/bank partitioning. Previous works [29, 18, 25] propose to mitigate interference by mapping data of applications that significantly interfere with each other to different channels/banks. Our memory scheduling approach can be combined with a channel/bank partitioning approach to achieve higher system performance and QoS for HWAs.
Conclusion
We introduce a simple QoS-aware high-performance memory scheduler for heterogeneous systems with hardware accelerators, SQUASH, with the goal of enabling hardware accelerators (HWAs) to meet their deadlines while providing high CPU performance. Our experimental evaluations across a wide variety of workloads and systems show that SQUASH meets HWAs' deadlines and improves their frame rates while also greatly improving CPU performance, compared to the state-of-the-art techniques. We conclude that SQUASH can be an efficient and effective memory scheduling substrate for current and future heterogeneous SoCs, which will require increasingly more predictable and at the same time high performance memory systems.
